LIBERATION TOUR

The Ultimate 1944 Army Experience including:

Live Show | Photo Booth | HairFun 1940s |
Mini museum | Armyjeep 1942

LIBERATION TOUR

Live Show
Live performance by two Army Ladies

Live and interactive show!
Sisters Evelien and Marlies de Koning have been singing together ever since
they were little. They have been doing various themed live shows for 7 years
now and the Army themed show for 4 years.
These enthusiastic ladies always seem to now how to get the audiences
attention. They sing the hits from the 1940s live, so interaction with the crowd is
possible.
The repertoire they sing is well known in the armyscene, they sing songs from
The Andrews Sisters, Betty Hutton, Doris Day and Bing Crosby for example.
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PhotoBooth
Free Photo souvenirs

Strike a pose | Armystyle!
Swing the Mood is not only a live show, but also a PhotoBooth on Armywheels. In
between the live performances, the public can have their picture taken inside the
Dodge. There are lots of accessories (armystuff like helms, glasses, etc.) available
to make the picture more spectaculair. Once the photo is taken, it will be ready in
10 seconds and visitors can have this photo as a souvenir.
The frame of the photo we can personalize with a logo, a text and/or other
wishes. Young and old will definitely want their picture taken in this unique Army
PhotoBooth!
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HairFun
Singing Hairdressers (40s style)

Victory rolls and other hair styles from the 40s!
Evelien and Marlies started 7 years ago with their interactive live act ‘The singing
hairdressers’. At first only in Rock ’n Roll style (‘Rock around the Comb’). Because
of this succes they introduced their 1940s version ‘Swing the Mood’ not long
after.
This show can also easily be done in front of the Swing the Mood Dodge. This
show is 100% success guaranteed! Ladies can sit down for a hairdo-make-over,
Victory Rolls or other hairdo’s from the 1940s, complete with flowers etc. For
children we have more fun stuff to put in their hair!
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Mini Museum
Spectacular Liberation photodisplays

Relive the victory!
When you step inside the Dodge, it almost feels like you’re in a mini museum.
The display of pictures is spectacular. These are thoughtfully chosen for this
Liberation tour and each and every picture has something to do with the
liberation of Europe. For instance there is a picture of D-Day that immediately
gets your attention. There are also a lot of pictures with happy people and
soldiers celebrating victory. The backdrop for the photo is also very nice; RAF
spitfires in the sky. History fans will want to stay in the Dodge to look at every
picture! Luckily the leaflet that comes with the photo, has the display in it!
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Army vehicle
Spectactulair decor

This Dodge helped free Europe!
The Army vehicle of Swing the Mood is a Dodge Command Car from 1942, but it
is rebuilt after the war for ambulance purposes for the French Army. So the front
is original from 1942 and the back is put on after the war. This was an ideal
opportunity to turn it into a PhotoBooth! And yes, if you’re wondering, the ladies
of Swing the Mood will drive in it theirselves!

